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Abstract
Real time hybrid simulation (RTHS) has increasingly been recognized as a powerful testing methodology
to evaluate structural components and systems under realistic operating conditions. RTHS is a cost
effective approach compared with large scale shake table testing. Furthermore it can maximally preserve
rate dependency and nonlinear characteristics of physically tested (non) structural components. Although
conceptually very attractive, challenges do exist that require comprehensive validation before RTHS should
be employed to assess complicated physical phenomena. One of the most important issues that governs the
stability and accuracy of a RTHS is the ability to achieve synchronization of boundary conditions between
the computational and physical elements. The objective of this study is to propose and validate an H∞
design for actuator motion control in RTHS. Controller performance is evaluated in the laboratory using a
worst-case substructure proportioning scheme. A modular, one-bay, one-story steel moment resisting frame
(MRF) specimen is tested experimentally. Its deformation is kept within linear range for ready comparison
with the reference analytical solution. Both system analysis and experimental results show that the
proposed H∞ controller can significantly improve both the stability limit and test accuracy compared to
several existing strategies. Another key feature of the proposed controller is its robust performance in terms
of unmodeled dynamics and uncertainties, which inevitably exist in all physical systems. This characteristic
is essential to enhance test quality for specimens with nonlinear dynamic behavior, thus ensuring the
validity of proposed approach for more complex RTHS implementations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The concept of pseudo-dynamic (PsD) testing and hybrid simulation has evolved
for decades with implementations and applications considered worldwide [(Nakashima,
1999),(Blakeborough, 2001), (Magonette, 2001), (Wu, 2007)]. In this approach a
physical portion of the structural system (e.g., a bridge column) is tested at very slow
speeds, perhaps taking 100-1000 times longer than in real-time. At such a time scale,
components of the structure that are well understood may be replaced with a
computational model, yielding a hybrid test with computational and physical components.
The recent Vision 2020 report [NEES2010] developed by the earthquake
engineering community emphasized the important goal of developing resilient
communities through the pursuit of research topics that were previously not possible.
Some of the most crucial questions from the Vision 2020 report [NEES2010] include: 1)
How can we best implement new materials and components? 2) How should damage be
modeled? 3) What is the impact of uncertainty in the design of civil infrastructure? The
desire to answer these important questions justifies the need for new simulation and
hybrid simulation capabilities in the next generation of earthquake engineering research.
The new availability of effective hybrid testing capabilities will enable
researchers perform more efficient and cost effective tests. Furthermore, more thorough
investigations will be possible through the ability to reconfigure a test as an infinite
number of other possible structures.
Real-time hybrid simulation (RTHS) offers the capability to preserve rate
dependence when examining the behavior of any physical components. One of the main
challenges in accurately reproducing local boundary conditions on the physical
component when using RTHS is in dealing with the dynamics of the hydraulic actuator,
including its interaction with the physical component. The potential detrimental effect of
actuator dynamics in terms of test stability was interpreted as introducing negative
damping (Horiuchi, 1999) into the RTHS system. A delay model was thus assumed and
time domain prediction approach was proposed to reduce this delay. This concept was
later generalized to consider time varying delay and an online estimation and
compensation strategy was proposed (Darby, 2002). First order dynamic models have
been assumed by other researches both in continuous (Lim, 2007) and discrete domain
(Chen, 2010) and adaptive control laws were applied as an approach to deal with physical
nonlinearities. Higher order models have been demonstrated to be more effective in
capturing actuator dynamics over a broader frequency range (Carrion, 2007). Various
feed-forward type of strategies have also been developed [(Shing, 2004), (Reinhorn,
2004), (Phillips, 2011)] that have mainly fallen into the scope of classical control design
category. Nonlinear models for individual electro-hydraulic actuation components have
been addressed (Merritt, 1967), based on which advanced nonlinear adaptive and robust
control strategy was proposed (Yao, 2001) for high precision actuator motion control.
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Although the ultimate goal in RTHS is to test unknown substructures, few past
studies have thoroughly validated these methods using known reference solutions. Herein
we propose and validate RTHS through comparison with an updated numerical model. A
highly reconfigurable steel moment resisting frame (MRF) specimen is designed and
erected in the Intelligent Infrastructure Systems Laboratory (IISL) at Purdue University
as one of the first attempts to perform comprehensive validation of RTHS on a realistic
structural specimen. Few publications have also addressed the importance of
experimental design and its significant implication in RTHS implementation, when
subjected to de-synchronization of the numerical and experimental states. A generalized
approach is demonstrated herein to look into these issues from a dynamic system
perspective. It is noted interestingly that the same amount of tracking error can have
significant different influences on RTHS system stability and experimental error,
depending on the composition of the computational and physical substructures. Given a
specific experimental design, the proposed approach also establishes a quick way to
estimate the maximum tolerable tracking error that will induce system instability. Offline controller tracking performance assessment can therefore be linked to evaluate the
risks prior to conducting an online RTHS.
An H∞ controller is proposed for controlling the motion of servo-hydraulic
actuators so that dynamically synchronized displacement boundary conditions can be
achieved on the specimen interface nodes. The controller takes a unity-gain, negativefeedback form and the design is a trade-off between high open-loop gain of improved
tracking performance and low gain of increased robustness. Robust stability becomes a
major concern in a feedback control system when large system uncertainties and/or
identification error occur. A low-pass filter is integrated into the original H∞ controller
formulation to accommodate relative large feedback measurement noise. When designed
properly, the filter on the feedback path can be beneficial to further reduce phase lag and
enhance the actuator tracking performance.

Figure 1: Proposed RTHS Implementation
The proposed RTHS main components are, a computational substructure; an
outer-loop digital H∞ motion tracking controller; an experimental component that
includes both physical substructure and inner-loop analog servo-actuator control system;
and potentially a correction mechanism that is used to consider the actuator-structure
coupling and interaction to further improve the test accuracy. The dynamics of each
component and their interactions through multiple feedback paths are schematically
shown in Figure 1. Individual components are discussed in the following chapters and the
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performance of the overall RTHS system is compared with reference structure system
both analytically and experimentally.
Herein a worst-case scenario is proposed based on system analysis when the mass
is primarily assumed in numerical substructure, while the stiffness of the structure is
largely physically tested. This most imbalanced proportioning scheme introduces the
largest artificial negative damping into the RTHS system. High precision actuator motion
controller is thus essential since a fraction of a millisecond systematic tracking delay can
induce test instability. A test matrix is constructed by varying numerical mass so that the
overall RTHS system can respond at arbitrary resonance frequency. Several control
strategies are evaluated for each specific experimental design. The experimental results
show that the proposed H∞ controller can nearly triple RTHS stability limit while still
maintains smallest experimental error in general. Another test matrix is constructed to
evaluate controller robustness by varying the P gain setting of servo-hydraulic controller.
The proposed H∞ controller appears to have advantages compared with other feedforward control design strategies. It is observed that a small tracking error can induce a
tremendously magnified RTHS error using the proposed validation test matrix. This
problem is therefore ideal to evaluate actuator tracking control algorithm effectiveness in
the context of RTHS implementation.
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CHAPTER 2
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MOTIVATION

Consider the case of a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) structure being divided
into a numerical (denoted by subscript n) and an experimental (subscript e) portion. A
certain amount of mass (M), stiffness (K) and damping (C) are assumed in each portion
and the total reference structure system is the summation of both.

(Mn + Me )&x&+ (Cn + Ce )x& + (Kn + Ke )x = −(Mn + Me )&x&g

Equation 1

Because perfect synchronization cannot be achieved in general, a RTHS implementation
can be expressed using different state variables for each portion. Here x is defined as the
displacement coordinate for the numerical model, and xm as the experimentally measured
displacement. The resulting equation is given as
Mn &x&+ Cn x& + Kn x + Me &x&m + Ce x&m + Ke xm = −(Mn + Me )&x&g

Equation 2

Without loss of generality it can be assumed that x = Asinωt, xm = ∆Asin ω(t − δt ) where
∆ and δt represent the amplitude and phase errors, respectively. By assuming a small δt,
the de-synchronized states can be approximated through a Taylor series expansion as
x m = ∆ A sin ω (t − δt ) ≈ ∆ A(sin ω t − ωδ t cos ω t ) = ∆ ( x − δtx& )
x& m ≈ ∆ (x& − δt&x&)

(

&x&m ≈ ∆ &x& + ω 2δtx&

Equation 3

)

A linearized RTHS system is therefore constructed by substituting Equation 3 into
Equation 2

(Mn + ∆Me − ∆δtCe )&x& + [Cn + ∆Ce + ∆δt (Meω2 − Ke )]x& + (Kn + ∆Ke )x = −(Mn + Me )&x&g
Equation 4
A physical actuation control system normally introduces phase lag i.e. δt>0 so that the
negative stiffness term Ke in Equation 4 plays the most critical role in RTHS stability.
This observation is consistent with the conclusion obtained through an energy approach
(Horiuchi, 1999). Another interesting observation is that the amount of mass reduction in
Equation 4 is proportional to Ce which leads to a faster responded RTHS system when
subjected to tracking delay.
The states in Equation 1 and Equation 4 are now synchronized so that a direct
comparison can be made to gain additional insights into the behavior of the hybrid system.
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Note that both ∆ and δt can be very complicated and nonlinear in nature for a realistic
physical system, especially when advanced control strategies are applied in a closed-loop
system. Some cases are identified and discussed qualitatively below:
Case 1: Perfect synchronization is achieved with both ∆=1 and δt=0. The RTHS system
in Equation 4 is obviously identical to Equation 1, reaching the ultimate goal of
improving control performance and reducing RTHS error.
Case 2: When Mn >>Me ,Cn >>Ce , Kn >>Ke , the scale of experimental portion is negligible
compared with the numerical counterpart. Both Equation 1 and Equation 4 converge to
the numerical substructure and the RTHS error in this case is not significant even with
the existence of relative large ∆ and δt. This conclusion can be intuitively generalized to
other types of specimens, and a good qualitative measure is the ratio between the
magnitude of the generalized forces in the experimental and computational components.
Case 3: Another special case is when both substructures have identical modal
characteristics i.e. damping ratios and natural frequencies. This situation is achieved by
enforcing the computational model to be exactly linear proportional to experimental
substructure so that M e = λM n , Ce = λCn , K e = λK n , where λ is an arbitrary constant. In
this case ω 2 = (K n + K e ) / (M n + M e ) = K e / M e and the artificial damping terms in
Equation 4 are cancelled out. Stability is not a concern here despite tracking error.

Case 4: The most generalized RTHS setup is when an arbitrary allocation is allowed
between the mass and stiffness of the substructures. Assume α = M e / M n , β = K e / K n
so that the artificial RTHS damping term in Equation 4 is:
M e ω 2 − K e = M e (K n + K e ) / (M n + M e ) − K e = (α − β ) / (1 + α )K n

Equation 5

It is easy to observe the worst-case scenario occurs when Kn is zero which yields a
singular point and β → ∞ (i.e. infinity negative damping). In addition it is assumed
α → 0 that provides no cancellation of the negative damping. This situation has been
observed during validation experiments, and in the practices considered herein a small Kn
is included to perform a successful RTHS.
Applying similar reasoning, a controller that is too aggressive can sometimes
cause a phase lead i.e. δt<0 which results in artificial added damping into Equation 4.
Although this may help to stabilize the RTHS system, test accuracy will be severely
compromised. Therefore a high performance tracking control strategy becomes an
indispensable component of a high fidelity RTHS framework. Although most
applications fall within cases 2, 3 and 4, the experimental studies considered herein focus
on case 4, the most challenging case, to examine the limit of tracking controller
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performance. More quantitative characterization of ∆ and δt will be discussed in the
following chapters, along with the proposed H∞ control strategy to minimize these errors.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Intelligent Infrastructure Systems Lab (IISL) houses a novel Cyberphysical
Instrument for Real-time Structural hybrid Testing (CIRST). This instrument was
developed under NSF MRI grant number 1028668.
The instrument consists of the following cyber and physical components:
(Physical) Reaction Mounting System (RMS). This component supports the
physical components of the simulation in a suitably stiff arrangement to perform the
variety of tests needed.
2
(Cyber) Real-time Control System (RCS). This component coordinates all
physical and computational actions and meets the timing constraints of a real-time
hybrid test. The design strives for interoperability to facilitate implementation of any
number of configurations.
3
(Physical) Sensing and Actuation System (SAS). This component includes the
physical components needed to measure physical responses and apply forces during
the tests.
4
(Cyber) RT-Frame2D. This open source structural analysis tool has been
developed using an Embedded Matlab function to simulate the complex, nonlinear
behaviors of the numerical component of the hybrid simulation in real-time.
5
(Cyber) Visualization and Control Dashboard (VCD). This component allows the
user to configure each test, run offline simulations, and integrate physical and virtual
sensor data with a virtualization of the entire structure for visualizing the test results.
1

3.1 Reaction Mounting System
This component supports the physical components of the simulation in a suitably
stiff arrangement to perform the variety of tests needed. This support mechanism is
reconfigurable as needed for each real-time hybrid test to be conducted. A reinforced
concrete reaction is designed and constructed with a strong floor that measures
14’x10.5’x18”. Strong walls cover the floor area that is 5’x16”. Inserts and steel sleeves
on a 5”x5” grid are embedded into the testing area floor and walls therefore enable
multiple actuators to be flexibly placed in a three dimensional configuration.
3.2 Real-time Control System
This component coordinates all physical and computational actions to meet the
timing constraints of a real-time hybrid simulation. A reconfigurable design facilitates
interoperability in the computing and networking hardware. The real-time control system
is implemented using the xPC framework. A high performance Speedgoat/xPC real-time
kernel is utilized as the target PC for the proposed framework. It is configured with stateof-the-art Core i5 3.6GHz processor optimized for complex and processing intensive
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computational models to execute in real-time. High-resolution, high accuracy 18-bit
analog I/O boards are integrated into this digital control system that supports up to 32
differential simultaneous A/D channels and 8 D/A channels, with a minimum I/O latency
of less than 5 micro-seconds for all channels. The system is intended to be reconfigurable
and will allow any researcher to implement a control system, so long as it can run in realtime. The xPC system is combined with a Shore Western SC6000 analog servo-hydraulic
control system to enable high precision motion control of hydraulic actuators.

Figure 2: CIRST System Development

3.3 Sensing and Actuation (SAS) System
The SAS measures the responses of the physical components and to apply
appropriate control actions during each test. Actuation is performed with up to six lowfriction, double-ended, dynamically-rated hydraulic linear actuators. Four actuators have
a nominal force capacity of 2.2kip and are equipped with 10gpm servo-valves, the
remaining two actuators are 1.1kip with 5gpm servo-valves. All actuators are operated at
the nominal fluid pressure of 2,800psi. Each actuator is equipped with both an LVDT and
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a force transducer, allowing the flexibility to be used either in displacement or force
feedback control modes (or mixed mode). The maximum stroke for all actuators is 4”.
Sensing is achieved using various types of sensors that are needed both to measure
structural responses from the physical elements of the structure and to control actuation
devices (force, displacement, pressure). Accelerometers, displacement sensors, strain
gages, and load cells are all available for use within the CIRST for real-time hybrid
simulations as needed.
3.4 RT-Frame2D
The computational tool developed in the IISL that is used to perform nonlinear
dynamic analysis of steel buildings under real-time execution has been named RTFrame2D.
Mass is modeled with a concentrated-lumped scheme by evenly distributing the
mass contribution carried by horizontal/beam elements at corresponding global
translational degrees of freedom (DOF). Damping effect can be represented with either a
mass/stiffness proportional damping or a Rayleigh damping modeling options. Column
elements are modeled as linear-elastic elements. Second order effects (P-Delta) are
modeled by assuming the accumulated weight at each floor acting as constant
compressive-axial forces on the corresponding column elements to calculate the
geometric stiffness matrices that can be globally assembled to account for the overall PDelta effect. Beam elements can be represented by two schemes. A moment-curvature
type nonlinear beam element; which implements a hysteresis model to represent yielding
locations at element ends that occur at the moment resisting beam-column connections.
The hysteresis properties can be predefined depending on the element section. The
yielding locations can be represented with either a spread plasticity model (SPM) or a
concentrated plasticity model (CPM). Additionally, an elastic beam element with a
linear/nonlinear zero-length rotational springs located at the element ends is also
available. Hysteresis properties can also be predefined for each spring element. Two
different material models adequate for steel structure are available for the two previous
nonlinear beam models; a bilinear and tri-linear model with kinematic hardening. Panelzone effects at column-beam connections are represented by a new model proposed by
Hjelmstad and Haikal (Hjelmstad, 2006). Two models are offered: a rigid-body version
and a linear version with bidirectional tension/compression and shear distortion effect.
Two integration schemes are available for solving the nonlinear equation of motion and
evaluate the nonlinear response; the explicit-unconditional stable Chen-Ricles (CR)
algorithm (Chen, 2008) and the implicit-unconditional stable Newmark-Beta method with
constant acceleration (Newmark, 1959).
The computational tool has been implemented as a MATLAB/Embedded function
format. The Embedded function (Embedded MATLAB toolbox) supports efficient code
generation to accelerate fixed-point algorithm execution for embedded systems.
Additionally, MATLAB/Simulink is used to integrate the computational tool with the
remaining RTHS components so a unique platform can be generated for real-time
execution. Finally, the MATLAB/xPC Target is used to generate and compile a C-source
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code from the Simulink model (host PC) that can be downloaded into a target real-time
kernel (target PC) for execution.
3.5 Vizualization and Control Dashboard
Researchers using the CIRST will benefit from being able to configure each test
using the VCD and to perform off-line simulations. The VCD is being developed as
needed to integrate physical and virtual sensor data with a virtualization of the entire
structure for visualizing the test results.
3.6 Frame Test Specimen
A steel MRF specimen is designed and erected in the IISL at Purdue University.
The specimen was designed to perform acceptance testing and will be available for future
testing needs as well. The specimen is modular, consisting of sets of horizontal beams,
vertical columns and joint block panel zone elements. Each member is replaceable and
can be easily re-assembled if any structural damage or plasticity occurs. Base supports
are designed as pin-connections to reduce the moment gradient and avoid the formation
of plastic hinges at column bases during experimentation. All parts are connected through
the use of anti-lock high-strength steel bolts. S3x5.7 commercial section is used for
columns while beams are welded from 2x1/8” web and 1-1/2x1/4” flanges steel bars thus
assures strong-column weak-beam configuration. Core regions of panel zones are
designed with steel plates of 4x3” with a thickness of 0.75”. Columns are designed to be
21” height for each story and beams span are 25”. The final assembly defines a height to
width aspect ratio of H/W=1.75 which preserves realistic dynamic properties of similar
large scale building frame structures, and allows structural yielding in a controlled
manner within the force and stroke range of the hydraulic loading actuators. Figure 3
shows a picture of the complete MRF test specimen.

Figure 3: Frame Test Specimen
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN OF AN H∞ TRACKING CONTROLLER

In chapter 2 we demonstrated that significant systematic experimental errors may
occur in a RTHS implementation when there is de-synchronization between the
computational model and the physical substructure. To achieve a high performance
control, dynamic modeling techniques need to be enhanced to characterize ∆ and δt over
a broad frequency range. A high precision tracking control methodology is needed to
accommodate the actuator dynamics and thus improve RTHS stability and accuracy.
4.1 H∞ Controller Formulation
Here an H∞ strategy [(Glover, 1989), (Zhou, 1998), (Matlab, 2011a)] is adopted
and modified to control the motion of hydraulic actuator(s). A block diagram of the
proposed controller is depicted in Figure 4. Given a dynamic plant G(s) that contains the
overall dynamics of the inner-loop servo-hydraulic control and actuation system, the
design objective is to acquire a stabilizing outer-loop controller H(s) which facilitates the
best tracking between a desired trajectory xd calculated from the computational model
and the measured response xm of the structural specimen. For practical reasons, a unity
gain low-pass filter F(s) is also inserted in the feedback path. This filter is mainly needed
to reduce the effect of relative large measurement noise n, where di and do are generalized
input and output disturbances, respectively. System output sensitivity S and
complementary sensitivity T are defined for a standard H∞ control system, along with the
system output expressed as
S = (I + GH ) , T = I − S = GH (I + GH )
x m = T (x d − n ) + SGd i + Sd o
−1

−1

Equation 6

Figure 4: Formulation of Proposed Controller Implementation
It is clear from Equation 6 that one way to achieve high performance tracking and
strong disturbance rejection is to choose T close to unity and S to zero. Both goals can be
achieved through shaping a large open loop gain G(s)H(s) within the performance
frequency range. Herein the loop gain is defined as the maximum singular value of a
generalized multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) system that is equivalent to the magnitude
of the transfer function in the special case of a single-input, single-output (SISO) system.
A controller with unrealistic large loop gain is likely to yield instabilities due to
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unmodeled dynamics in the physical systems. The loop gain at higher frequencies needs
to be kept small to guarantee robust stability and accommodate system uncertainties.
Depending on the physical plant dynamics and uncertainty level, the proposed H∞ design
philosophy is summarized as a trade-off between large loop gain for tracking
performance and small loop gain for robustness.
Given the plant G(s), 1st step of the H∞ loop shaping controller design procedure
is to calculate a pre-compensator W(s) such that the target loop shape can be represented
in state space as Gd (s) = G(s)W ( s) ≡ {AG , BG , CG , DG } . A stabilizing controller is then
synthesized by solving the H∞ optimization problem for tolerance level γ:
~
 K ( I − G d K ) −1 M − 1 

−1 ~ −1 
 (I − Gd K ) M


≤ γ

Equation 7

∞

A particular controller is constructed that has the state space form:
−1

−1

K ( s ) ≡ { A c + γ 2W 1* ZC G* ( C G + D G N ), γ 2 W 1* ZC G* , B G* X , − D G* }

Equation 8

where (*) denotes the complex conjugate transpose of a matrix. Two generalized
algebraic Riccati equations are solved to obtain X and Z respectively:

(A
(A

G
G

− B G P − 1 D G* C G
−1

− BG D R C G
*
G

) X + X (A − B P D C ) − XB
)Z + Z (A − B D R C ) − ZC
*

−1

G

G

G

G

*
G

*
G

G
*

−1

G

*
G

G

(

)

P − 1 B G* X + C G* I − D G* P − 1 D G* C G* = 0
−1

(

R C G Z + BG I − D R
*
G

−1

)

D G B G* = 0

Equation 9
Intermediate terms are defined and calculated as:

(

)

P = I + DG* DG , R = I + DG DG* , U = − ( ZC G* + BG DG* ) R −1 , N = − P −1 DG* C G + BG* X ,
~
M = R −1 / 2 + R −1 / 2 C G ( SI − AG − UC G ) −1U , A c = AG + BG N , W1 = I + XZ − γ 2 I

(

)

Equation 10
The final feedback controller is then constructed by combining the H∞ controller with the
shaping function such that H(s)=W(s)K(s).

4.2 Controller Design
The target loop shape Gd(s) for this specific validation experiment is selected as:
Gd (s) =
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2.39 e5
s + 628 .32 s + 3.95e3
2

Equation 11

The design goal is to shape the open loop gain to match Gd(s) within the tolerance level γ.
T and S are calculated as well and are shown in Figure 5. In the low frequency range, S is
very small to guarantee a small tracking error. At the other end, T is small in the high
frequency range for increased robustness where modeling error is large.
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For practical implementation, an important issue is related to the measurement
noise n. Noise rejection in this design methodology is conflicted with the tracking
perform requirement, which is clear in Equation 6. High loop gain will enable noise being
passed through, and will hinder performance in the frequency bandwidth. The relatively
large actuator LVDT feedback noise present in this study could significantly affect the
tracking performance without proper consideration. Numerical simulations of the system
are performed to examine the effects of this noise on the RTHS control command signal.
Using the experimentally identified plant model, a 0-5Hz chirp signal at an amplitude of
0.1” is used as the desired trajectory. Three different noise levels are considered with the
root mean square (RMS) values of 0”, 0.001” and 0.005”, respectively. Notice from the
results shown in Figure 6 that even a small amount of noise can have dramatic influence
on the performance of the closed-loop control system. The controller may magnify the
broadband noise significantly and contaminate the calculated command trajectory xc. The
measured trajectory xm does not seem to be affected much because the plant model acts as
a physical low-pass filter to reduce high frequency effects. This implementation is very
risky in practical design because unmodeled dynamics can be excited which is likely to
induce instabilities. Another design goal to keep the controller less aggressive is to avoid
input saturation. Having a large loop gain outside of the bandwidth of the plant i.e.
GH>>I and G<<I is likely to cause actuator saturation.
A unity gain 2nd order Butterworth, low-pass filter F(s) with a cutoff frequency of
50Hz is applied in our design for noise filtering. This choice of filter is made for two
primary purposes: 1) to reduce the effect of measurement noise; and 2) to further enhance
phase tracking in addition to the primary controller H(s). Figure 7 provides a plot of the
transfer function of the plant used in this study from command to measured displacement,
and comparisons of outer-loop control system with and without F(s). Identified plant
model is also compared.
G (s) =

4.52 e9
s + 577 s + 2.68e5 s 2 + 6.28e7 s + 4.93e9
4

Equation 12

3

Note that although it is possible to improve tracking performance by designing a
more aggressive primary controller, a moderate target loop shape is essential to balance
the requirement of control system robust stability. Clearly this filter, F(s), is beneficial to
achieve nearly perfect phase tracking between 0-25Hz, but its presence also introduces
magnitude amplification due to the additional system poles. Despite the outstanding
behavior of the designed controller demonstrated subsequently in chapter 5 and 6, there
could be a negative influence of these poles on the overall RTHS dynamics. For each
specific experiment, the designer must evaluate numerous factors such as the desired
performance bandwidth, physical system uncertainty bound and measurement noise level
to design an effective optimal controller.
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Bode Diagram
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION

A generalized analysis procedure from a dynamical system perspective is
proposed and applied in this chapter to evaluate the various RTHS components and
complex interactions. The study employs the values from the experimental components
discussed in chapter 3. Several control strategies are evaluated including the proposed H∞
controller, and a series of comprehensive RTHS systems are thus constructed and
compared against reference structural systems. The procedure is demonstrated to be
useful to predict the RTHS stability limit and performance accuracy before a physical test
is conducted.

5.1 Test Matrix Construction
Selection of the numerical substructure parameters is based on the worst case
scenario (Case 4) discussed in chapter 2. Experimental specimen properties are first
identified and listed in Table 1. Note that the physical damping Ce is challenging to
identify accurately when the hydraulic actuator is attached. The influence of Ce on RTHS
accuracy is elaborated on more in chapter 6. A small amount of numerical stiffness Kn is
assumed in the computational model to avoid the mathematical singularity in this
formulation.
A series of systems are constructed by assuming different values of the natural
frequency ω of the reference structure (Equation 1). The total mass is determined for each
chosen ω and the total damping ratio is assumed to be 2% in each reference system. The
numerical mass and damping are thus obtained by subtracting the experimental parts
from the reference structure. This imbalance of mass and stiffness configuration
represents the largest contribution to the RTHS system artificial negative damping
(Equation 5), e.g. when ω=1Hz, α=3.9e-4 that is negligible but the stiffness is exactly the
opposite with β=100.
Mass (lb-s2/in)
Stiffness (lb/in)
Damping (lb-s/in)

Experimental
Me=8.55e-2
Ke=8.6e3
Ce=5.42

Numerical
Mn=Mt-Me
Kn=0.01*Ke
Cn=Ct-Ce

Reference
Mt= Kt/ω2
Kt= Ke+Kn
Ct=2*0.02*(Mt*Kt)1/2

Table 1: Test Matrix Structure Parameters
One quick way to estimate the maximum allowable system delay, once the test
setup is determined, is by calculating damping term in Equation 4. If we assume perfect
amplitude tracking ∆=1, δt max ≤ C t /( K e − M eω 2 ) is a useful index to evaluate the RTHS
system stability margin. ∆ can be obtained more accurately using the transfer function
magnitude between desired and measured displacements, once a tracking controller is
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selected. Figure 8 shows this tolerable delay limit for the chosen test matrix in this study
and demonstrates the technical challenges. Dramatic challenges arise as the frequency ω
increases because 1) the physical actuator has to track a faster signal; 2) the physical
substructure that carries the most experimental error comprises a larger portion as the
numerical mass is reduced. Notice that about 1/3 millisecond (ms) delay drives the RTHS
system to instability when ω increases. For the actuators use in this study, the inner-loop
servo-actuator delay is about 12-13ms within the bandwidth of interest. Thus, without a
motion control system, a stable RTHS cannot be achieved even at a very low frequency
of ω=1Hz. This conclusion is validated and shown experimentally later.
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Figure 8: Maximum Allowable Delay

5.2 System Error Analysis
The dynamics of the closed-loop RTHS systems are analyzed before conducting
any physical experiments. A reference structure is used to examine the system error. In
addition to the proposed H∞ strategy, both a model based (Carrion, 2007) and an inverse
compensation strategy (Chen, 2007) are implemented and evaluated. Optimal controller
parameters are chosen as αmb=17 and αinv=15, respectively, which are determined from
both simulation and tracking experiments using a pre-defined 0-10 Hz chirp displacement
trajectory. Each of the RTHS system transfer functions are compared in Figure 9 when
ω=8Hz. It is clear that the proposed H∞ strategy does match the reference system
dynamics very well, especially near the system’s fundamental frequency. The other
RTHS systems considered appear to yield significant natural frequency shifts and
damping reductions. Analysis shows that a slightly increased frequency ω=9Hz will
cause system instabilities. One drawback of the proposed strategy is that it introduces a
2nd mode at around 37Hz due to the aggressive low-pass filter in the H∞ control design.
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Although we need to be aware of it, this mode is beyond the bandwidth of typical
earthquake engineering applications. We should also aim to ensure that the electronic
noise in the measurements is low.
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Figure 9: Transfer Functions of Overall RTHS Systems
In these lightly damped systems the essential dynamics can be characterized by
the maximum gain, i.e. transfer function magnitude peak (MRTHS), and its associated
frequency (ωRTHS). The normalized maximum system gain error is thus defined as the
Euclidean norm of the distance between the RTHS and the reference system maximum
gains (MREF).
ESS =

(M RTHT / M REF − 1)2 + (ω RTHT / ω − 1)2

This index is useful to capture both the shift in the system frequency and the error in the
magnitude. The normalized error for each of the system is plotted against the resonant
frequency in Figure 10. Larger errors indicate that the RTHS system is approaching
unstable behavior.
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14

CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ROBUSTNESS

The procedure discussed in chapter 5 is repeated with the single story frame
experiment. The frame is subjected to the NS component of the 1940 El-Centro
earthquake. The intensity is varied from 0.02 to 3 taking into account the actuator force
capacity and the stroke. All tests are conducted at a sampling rate of 1024Hz.

6.1 Performance Evaluation
The RMS values of the normalized RTHS error (ERTHT) and the actuator tracking
error (ETracking) are calculated and shown in Figure 11 where errors are evaluated at each
time step i of the whole response time histories. Note that only the feed-forward portion
of the model based compensator is implemented and assessed for this test matrix. Linear
inverse compensator is herein evaluated since the frequency domain analysis tools are not
applicable when the adaptive mechanism is included.
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1
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N
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∑
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Figure 11: Normalized RTHS and Tracking Error
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Several important observations are made:
1) The inner-loop PID control alone is not adequate to run a stable RTHS test even
at the low natural frequency of ω=1Hz. This observation demonstrates that the
selected experimental setup is indeed quite challenging and therefore requires a
high quality motion controller.
2) The proposed H∞ controller can significantly extend the RTHS stability limit to
ω=25Hz.
3) In general, the proposed H∞ controller achieves the smallest RTHS error. This
conclusion is clear from both the frequency domain analysis (Figure 10) and time
domain experimental results (Figure 11).
4) Strong correlations are observed between the analysis and experimental results.
Specifically the stability limit of 8-9Hz is successfully predicted for both the
model based and the inverse controllers. In terms of accuracy, the inverse
controller can achieve the smallest error at ω=6Hz as indicated by analysis. The
relative large error of model based controller and its inconsistency with analysis
results is related to errors in the system identification process. This discrepancy is
addressed in the next section.
The results from this study increase the creditability of performing offline simulation to
investigate more complicated RTHS systems. Important issues can be investigated that
may be difficult to study experimentally, such as parameter sensitivity, characterization
of system uncertainty bounds etc. Controller stability and performance limits can be
enhanced when more physical system information is available.
Figure 12 provides time histories of the RTHS responses using the H∞ controller.
They are compared with the time histories of the reference structural responses at ω=1
(12-a), 5 (12-b) and 15Hz (12-c), respectively. Good comparisons are observed in all
cases, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy. The comparison
of responses with ω=5Hz shows better match than at 1Hz, which appears to be
counterintuitive. The proposed system analysis procedure is able to predict this
successfully as shown in Figure 10.
Additional challenges exist when the earthquake magnitude is small such as at the
end of the earthquake. The comparison is not as good due to the presence of a relative
large noise to signal ratio. For instance, focusing on the region between 40-43 seconds
(lower right subplot in each), high frequency oscillations occur because the 2nd mode of
the H∞ RTHS system is excited by the measurement noise. This effect is more significant
at higher frequencies such as when ω=15Hz that is approaching the 2nd mode of RTHS
system. This type of oscillation is a common observation in RTHS community and is
reported by other researchers (Bonnet, 2007). Representative time domain comparisons
are also made for the various control strategies in Figure 13 when experiments are
conducted at ω=5Hz. The results demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed
H∞ controller.
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Figure 12: (a, b, c) H∞ Controller RTHS Error Assessment
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Figure 13: RTHS Error Using Various Controllers
Another interesting observation considers the apparent contradiction between
RTHS error and tracking error in Figure 11. Although the H∞ controller shows the
smallest RTHS error in general, the RMS tracking error is relatively large due to the
presence of a 2nd mode of the closed-loop system. The experimental tracking error time
histories at ωt=5Hz are shown in Figure 14. It is clear that significant RMS error is
contributed by this local high frequency oscillation. Although this effect is not ideal, the
good match shown in Figure 12 demonstrates that the global dynamics are maximally
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preserved using the proposed H∞ controller. Improved hardware with a small noise level
is essential for high quality RTHS implementation. One way to minimize the effects of
noise is to use larger input earthquake intensity. This observation also leads to the
conclusion that the tracking error RMS value alone may not be sufficient to fully
characterize a controller’s performance in terms of RTHS accuracy.
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Figure 14: Actuator Tracking Error Using Various Controllers

6.2 Controller Robustness Evaluation
Much of the attention so far has been put on the nominal tracking performance of
the motion controller. Although analysis based on linear time invariant systems are good
enough to capture the essential dynamics, parameter uncertainty and unmodeled
dynamics are inevitable in the physical system. A relevant example in the structural
engineering community is the structural nonlinearity that can arise during the test of a
frame specimen. Also all actuator mechanical parts have their own nonlinearities that are
not considered in the control design. Having a robust controller is highly desirable for the
ultimate RTHS goal of testing complex systems that may not have a reliable model. High
quality parametric identification in these cases may be very challenging to perform, or
perhaps impossible.
Here we evaluate the robustness of the controller design by introducing
uncertainty in a controlled manner. The inner-loop controller P gain is changed from the
nominal value of 3.0 to both 2.5 and 3.5. Then the tests at ω=6Hz are repeated without
identification or redesign (i.e. the original controller is applied). The various actuator
control strategies are tested on the new systems for robustness and the results are shown
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in Figure 15. Clearly the H∞ controller has quite consistent performance, and the feedforward controllers are not as effective, especially when the P gain is reduced.
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Figure 16: Identification Error and Control Design
Another demonstration for the H∞ controller robustness is to consider the
identification error. A relative sharp magnitude slope change is observed at a low
frequency in the plant experimental transfer function (Figure 16) from the actuator
command to the measured displacement. The assumed form of the plant (Equation 12) in
this study has four poles and none zeros, and cannot capture this behavior. The plant
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model is curve-fitted through a least square optimization algorithm so that local behavior
like this is not accurately reflected. The DC gain of the plant model is therefore less than
unity which may partially explain why the performance of model based strategy is not as
good as one might expect. Despite this modeling imperfection and identification error,
the proposed H∞ controller behaves very well. The robustness feature herein reduces the
dependence of controller performance on the prior identification accuracy.

6.3 Experimental Error Correction
One of the key reasons one might choose to perform RTHS is to preserve the rate
dependent characteristics of experimental substructure. Although small in scale, the
structure used in this study represents a typical moment resistant frame that is commonly
used in civil engineering practice. The frame carries significant stiffness but very small
mass and damping, which would normally be ignored, for instance in slow speed PsD
testing. This assumption is justifiable when ω is small but will cause error at higher ω
because the velocity and acceleration terms play a more significant role. The test matrix
selected herein provides a good demonstration to justify the need for performing these
tests in real-time and to preserve these higher order dynamics.
The light dashed curves in Figure 17 correspond to the results obtained when
physical Me and Ce are not considered. The dark solid curves are obtained with a
correction made to subtract these small but significant values from numerical
substructure. Therefore the solids curves maintain the correct amount of total structure
properties (the summation of numerical and experimental substructures) compared with
the reference structure. The H∞ controller can achieve significant reduced RTHS errors
when making this correction, but the other two controllers appear oppositely to yield even
larger errors. Note that this may explain why the approach of adding significant
numerical damping often works during a RTHS to balance the negative damping caused
by inappropriately compensated actuator delay. This study shows furthermore the
importance of having a high precision motion tracking controller to achieve good RTHS
accuracy. The damping in a continuous frame structure may be quite complicated, or
even nonlinear, especially when the hydraulic actuator is connected and interacts with the
frame. Although it is possible to further reduce RTHS error by adjusting damping value
for each individual test, the optimal value of Ce=5.42 lb-s/in is assumed for all tests
herein to keep the consistency. This value is equivalent to 10% proportional damping of
the physical MRF substructure, but still quite small compared to the assumed reference
structure total damping. It is intended to be an initial simplified procedure to consider the
actuator contribution/interaction (Dyke, 1995) into the RTHS system. Further
understanding is needed to model the dynamic coupling and interaction between actuator
and specimen. Although the proposed H∞ strategy can already achieve excellent
displacement tracking performance, a more refined force correction mechanism may be
another important RTHS component to further enhance the test accuracy.
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Figure 17: Effect of Experimental Mass and Damping
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

A new servo-hydraulic actuator motion control strategy suitable for RTHS is
proposed. The proposed H∞ strategy is characterized not only by superb performance in
terms of stability and accuracy, but also by strong robustness in terms of physical system
uncertainties. It is demonstrated both analytically and experimentally that the significance
of RTHS error depends not only on the actuator motion tracking error, but also heavily on
the partitioning of the structure between numerical and experimental components. The
worst-case scenario is analyzed and extensively validated experimentally. The proposed
physical MRF specimen and assumption of computational model may be ideal as a
benchmark problem to evaluate tracking controller performance limitations. Under this
configuration, experimental mass and damping of a typical MRF contribute considerably
to the hybrid testing accuracy. This emphasizes the importance of real-time testing to
preserve higher order dynamics even for conventional structural members, not to mention
more advanced vibration mitigation devices that are highly rate dependent.
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